ABSTRACT. The 
INTRODUCTION
The regular fight-definite eigenvalue problem with eigenparameter in the two boundary conditions where r(x) and q(z) are positive functions on [a, b] has been studied by Zayed and Ibrahim [1] Daho and Langer [2] have made an extension of Everitt's paper [3] and have replaced the Hilbert space in some cases by a Pontragin space with index one. Everitt [3] has shown that for a 6 [4] have studied an indefinite problem with the usual homogeneous Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions. The object of this paper is to study the following regular indefmite eig6nvalue problem of order two consisting of the ordinary differential equation (ii) Both the weight function r(x) and the potential function q(x) change sign on [a, b] [5] ).
(ii) The decomposable, non-degenerate inner product space H is a Krein space [5] (ii) A is an eigenvalue and f is a corresponding eigenfunction of problem (1.1)-(1.3) if and only it" f (fl,h, f3) D(A) and Af Af Therefore, the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of problem (1 1)-(1.3) are equivalent to the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of the operator A.
We consider the following assumptions:
Integrating the first term of (3.1) by parts twice, we get 3. THE J-SELFADJOINTNESS OF OPERATOR A DEFINITION 3.1. In the Krein space H, a symmetric operator and a selfadjoint operator with respect to indefinite scalar product are called ,/-symmetric and J-selfadjoint respectively (see [5] 
On applying the conditions (2.12)-(2.13) on the first two terms of (3 2) 
The inequity (47) cm be retten in the fo
where e constmt c n(7,1). From above we deduce that the set of real eigenvalues of operator A (negative and positive eigenvalues), is bounded from below and unbounded from above.
TIIE RESOLVENT OPERATOR AND TIIE EXPANSION THEOREM
Suppose that @l(X;,X), @2(x;)), are the fundamental solutions of (I.I) on [a,b] which satisfy the initial conditions:
where A E C is not an eigenvalue ofthe operator A, and put which is independent of x 6 [a, b] . Putting x a, we therefore have:
Mo((a; a)) + a((; )).
( 6 3) Similarly, putting z b, we therefore have It is also from (6. l) that P((a;A)) p and R(2(b;R)) p2 (6 5) where p, p2 are given by (1.4). From (6.1) it is clear that for all A 6 C, M(q1 (a; ,)) ,X/(@I (a; R)), which gives that q1 (x; A) satisfies the first boundary condition (1.2) at z a and M(q;2(b; A)) RR(@2(b; R)), which gives that @2(z;R) satisfies the second boundary condition (1. (6 2:5) 
